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ON THE GROUP INDICES OF THE PARASYMPLECTIC
GROUP OF LEVEL F
TETSUO KODAMA1

Abstract.
We obtain the group indices of a parasymplectic
group to a principal congruence subgroup of level q and to an
inhomogeneous congruence subgroup of level q.

1. Introduction. Let o be the integer ring of an algebraic number field.
Let {/¿} be a set of« elements in o such that/¿ is divisible byf^ for every

i (2^iSri). Then we define fi¡=fT1fi for i=j an<ä/«=l for i>j, and
denote the set {ftí} by F. When all/^= 1, then F is denoted by /.
Let o*(F) be the ring of matrices (/#:%) of degree n, whose (i,j) element
fijXu belongs to the ideal fao of o for every i,j. Then we denote (fyXji),
whose (i,j) element hfuxH, by ÍTor any matrix X=(fijxij) in o*(F).
Let on(F) be the ring of matrices (c d) of degree 2«, whose submatrices

A, B, C, D belong to o*LF). We define a matrix M in on(F) by

¡Ä C\

\Ê DJ
associated with M= (c r>) m o„(F).
Now we shall define three groups
[M\MJM=J, Meo„(F)}, where

in on(F) (see [1]); V(n,F)=

-LZ')

and E„ is the unit matrix in o*(F) (the parasymplectic group of level F),
Y(n, F, q) = {M|MeT(«, F) and M=E2n mod q} where q is an ideal in o
(the principal congruence subgroup of level q of T(«, F)), T°(n, F, q) =
{M\MeT(n, F) and C=0 mod q}, where M=(c $) (the inhomogeneous
congruence subgroup of level q of Y(n, F)). Then T(«, F, q) is a normal

subgroup of T(«, F).
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Our principal aims of the paper are to prove the following theorems:
Theorem

1.

The group T(n, F)/r(«, F,q)

is isomorphic to a group

A(«, F, q).
A definition of the group A(w, F, q) is in §2 and a proof of the theorem
is in §3 which is done by using a suitably modified argument of Klingen [3]

and a "Hilfssatz" of Christian [1].
Theorem

2.

For the group indices p(n, F, q)=(L(n,

F):T(n, F, q))

and/t° (», F, q)=(r(«, F):T°(n, F, q)) it holds that

pin,F, q)= N(q)"(2"+1)
JJ fl(l - Nip-"1*»,
p|q

i=l

p\n, F, q) = Af(q)«(«+i)/2
TJ fj(l + N(p-"^)),
p]q ¿=1

where N(-) is the norm of ideal, and ki„=k—i+1
is the largest integer for a
fixed integer i and a prime ideal p with (fik, p) = l.

From these theorems we shall get

Corollary
of Theorem 2. The group A(«, F, q) is isomorphic to the
group A(«, /, q), when (fu, q) = l for every i.
Proofs of Theorem 2 and the Corollary are in §4.
As our special cases we obtain p(n, I, q) and p°(n, I, q) of Klingen [3],
and those in which o is the rational integer ring (Koecher [4] or Satake

[5]).
The author wishes to thank Professor G. de B. Robinson for his kind
support of this work.

2. The group A(n, F, q). Let us denote the residue ring/¿Jo//¿,q by oi3and let o*(F, q) be the set of matrices of degree n, (mtj), with the element
mu in o{j.
We define an addition © and a multiplication ® for any two elements
{ßa) and (fii3)in o*(F, q) by
(n

where m^ñ^m^
moáfik(\ iorm^effi, njkefjko.
In particular it holds that, for w,, w2eot3-and fiu ñ2eo¡k,
(mxm2) ■ («!«2) = (wx • ñ,)(w2 • ñ2).

It is obvious that these operations make sense and o*(F, q) is a ring
under the operations. Throughout the rest of this paper we shall denote
simply © by +, and skip ® and • to avoid complicated notations.
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Now we define X attached to X=((fijxij)~) in o*(F, q) as in §1 by
X=((fijXH)~). This definition is independent of the choice of representatives fijXif mod fifi, and X is uniquely determined as an element of
0*n(F, q).

Let on(F, q) be the set of matrices M = (c S) whose submatrices A,B,C,
D belong to o*(F, q), then the set forms a ring under the operations
induced naturally from those in o*(F, q). For any M in on(F, q) we define

M by

6 3-

Proposition
1. Let us define A(n, F, c\)={M\Meon(F, q) and
MJM=J}2for a fixed ideal q of o ; then À(«, F, q) m a group under the same
multiplication as on(F, q).

Proof.

As [MNf=ÑM

for any M, N in on(F, q), MNek(n, F, q) if

Af, Neà.(n, F, q). The inverse element of (c d) is
(-,

")•

Remark. (¿ d) is in T(n, F) (or A(«, F, q)) if and only if ÂD-CB=E
and ÂC=£A, ÊD=DB in o*(F) (or in o*(F, q)).
3. Proof of Theorem 1. Let <f>ube a natural homomorphism of f(jo
onto On and <j>*be a mapping of o*(F) such that for any X=(fijxii)eo*(F),

i*(X)=(<f>iJ(fijxii)). Let us define a mapping <¿of o„(F) by

^(A/)=U*(C) i*(D))>
\<j>*(C)¿*(Z>V

where M=(c 2), and A = (fijaij), • • • . We can easily check by considering §2 that (j>is a homomorphism of o„(F) onto o„(F, q), and <£
induces a homomorphism of Tin, F) into A(«, F, q) whose kernel is

T(n, F, q).
In the following we shall prove the ontoness of 0 of Y(n, F) by using
induction on «.
When «=1, then F=I, which leads to a well-known result (Klingen
[3], or Hurwitz [2]). So we assume that our proposition is true for any
positive integer less than «. Let

- (A S\
M=(c
d)
2 Except when confusion might arise, we use the same symbols for 1, E, J, etc. both
in o and o„ (/¿f) or both in o„(F) (o*(F)) and o„(F, q) (o*n(F,q)).
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be in A(«, F, q), and let M be in on(F) and be one of the inverse images of

M. By the remark of Proposition 1, [Ä]*D—[C]*B=Eholds and so the
(1, 1) element of the left-hand side is 1,

2 {<pMuaiidii)- <ki(fucnbiù}= 1-

Therefore

j=i

\allijlia21i

' ' ' >flnanl> Cll> ' ' ' >JlnCnl> 1/ — L,

where (• • •> means the largest common divisor. If a21=- ' ■=ani=cn=
• * -=^1=0,
we get

TSM

6 r(», F),

for Ts =

En-J

so we may assume that the set (a2i, ■• ■, anl, cu, • • • , cnl) contains at
least a nonzero element. Then by Hilfssatz 1 of Klingen [3], there exists x in
q, with {an+x,f12a21, ■• • ,flnanl, cn,f12c21, ■■■ ,flncnl)=l,
can find x1; • • ■ , xn, yl7 ■• ■ , yn in o satisfying
n

so that we

n

*iOn + x) + 2 xifliail -f^JV/iAi = 1Since {x^,f12x2, ■• ■,finxn,yu ■■■,flnyn) = 1, therefore by Hilfssatz 3 of
Christian [l]3 there exists a matrix Nx in T(n, F) whose first row is
(X!,f12x2, ■■■,fnxn,yx, ■■■,flnyn). For this N^N^ze-H
J)mod (q, F).4
Accordingly for a suitable matrix N2ET(n, F),

N,M =

mod (q, F).

3 A very small modification is necessary because o is the rational integer ring in this

Hilfssatz. We can do it by using Hilfssatz 1, 2, 3 of Klingen [3].
1 We use this notation in the following sense: "L=7V mod (q, F) for L, Neo„(F)" is

equivalent to "0(L)=^(/V)".
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Let F1={fij\fi}eF, 2<i,j£n} and fa be a homomorphism induced by </>
of o^Fi) onto o„_i(/i, q). Then
*■£

y

is in A(«—1,F1(q), since 4>(N2M)=faN2)faM)is in o„(F, q).
By our inductive assumption there exists a matrix N* in T(«—LFj)
such that

***»-<

*)•

Thus we can find N3 in T(«, F) such that

t\

a

En-r

where a.=(fl2a12, • • • ,flna'ln), b = (d'ilt ••■ , d'nl) and
Oil

' ' '

S= I

JlnDln

0
v*:nl

with ai¿+^,'i=0

mod q and b'u=b'n mod q.

We conclude that there exists a matrix 7V4in T(«, F) such that

=cs;)■

iV4JV3/V2M
= ^

E)=Ts-

mod (<!•f)'

where Ts. is in T(«, F) with 5* = S*.

Set N^N^N^N^Ts,,

then #„£!>, F) and M=faM)=<l>(N0).This

shows that <£is a homomorphism
pletes our proof.

of T(«, F) onto A(«, F, q), which com-

4. Proofs of Theorem 2 and its Corollary.
prove

To simplify our problem we

Proposition 2. Ifq=q1q2with(q1,q2)=l,thenlS.(n,F,

q)=A(n, F, qx)®

A(«, F, q2), where ® means the direct product of the groups.
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Proof.
For any </>(Af)eA(«,F, q) with MeT{n, F), let us associate a
pair of matrices Mk€on{F) such that Mk=M mod(qj., F), k = l,2. This
induces an isomorphism of A(n, F, q) into A(n, F, q,)®A(n, F, q2).
Conversely for any pair <j>k(Mk)eü.(n,F, qk) with MkeT(n, F), k—\, 2, we
determine MeoK(F) such that Mk=M mod(q,., F), k=\, 2. M—qxM2-\q2M1 is a solution of the congruence equation, where qi+q2=l with
qkeqk. For this M we have (¡>(MJM)=J. This shows that the isomorphism
is onto and completes our proof.

Corollary.

Ifc\=Tlv\c Pe>P **a prime ideal, then

A(n, F,q) = n®A(n,F,pe).
plq
By Theorem 1 and the Corollary of Proposition 2, p(n, F, q)=the
order of A(«, F, q)=np|q/lt(w» F, Ve)- Therefore we shall consider only
p(n, F, pe) and A(w, F, pe).
Let us assume that (flk, p) = 1 but </u+1, p)^ 1. If the transposed vector
of the first column of MeA(«, F, pe) is (au, • • • , anl, cn, • • • , cnl), then

as already stated
(on, ' ' • » t/iAi]-.

cn, • • • , [/i„cBl]-,

p/pe) = 1

with [fii(itl]~Eon, and by the above assumption this is equivalent to
(an, • • • JiÂi,
Assume (i) (äa, p/p^l

for i^m — l, but <cml, p/pc)=l

(ii) (fa, p/pe>5¿1 for 1£i^*,
for m^k.
Case (i).

cn, • • • ,flkckl, p/pe) = 1.

We determine

<cft, p/pe>^ 1 fori^m-1,

[flmxm]~eolm with [/imxm]-<2ml= 1, and put

0
\

^12/

for w^/V, or

but <cml,p/p*)=l

[/iA]"

0

1 Û

f
* With a suitable LeA(«, F, pe),
£/igA(ii, F, pe) and 1^1/= (iri ¿).

(1

* bA
yix b2

1

5X 1

;

/A,

B,\

(ci SjeAO.-l.^n
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Moreover with U2 and Ts of A(«, F, p"), we have

Al

i

Ci
with

Bl\,

where U2=

^

y ),

dJ

*-cz)

and F21K22=F„, TS=(E

I) with

l-t»! 0/'
Case (ii).

We determine

[/imxJ-eolm

with [fimxm]-cml=l,

0

- IflmXj0

U1 =

and put

-xm

I

En-m-2.

lflmcml\~

0

f
cmi

0
MJn—m—.

Then t/j is in A(«, F, pe) and C/1A/=(* *). So that, by the same method
as in (i), we obtain the same result. In these transformations L and Ux are
unique, and a, bt are uniquely determined by given matrices

(Ai

BA

XC, DJ'

b and

b2.

So we have a recurrence formula
p(n, F, p«) = N(ru"-V)(l

~ N(p~2k))p(n - 1, Fx, pe),

where N(- ■•) is the norm of the ideal. Considering the well-known relation
(A. Hurwitz [2], or H. Klingen [3]), p(\, \,ye)=N(y3°)(\-N(v-2)),
we
obtain
n

p(n, F, Ve)= N(pen(2n+l))n (1 - W*0).
¿=i
where k{=*k'(—i+1 is the largest integer with (/«/, p)=l
(l^i^n).
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Therefore for a general ideal q,

pin, F, q) = AT(q)»(a»+1>
Ü ft (* ~ ^P-2*'")).
P|q

«=1

where kip means the above explained kt for p.
The same method as previously used can be applied to obtain the order

v(n, F, q) of r°(«, F, q)/r(n, F, q). By Theorem 1, Y\n, F, }?e)¡T(n,F, p6)
is isomorphic to a subgroup of A(w, F, pe) consisting of matrices of such a

form (f d). So with suitable L, iJeA(«, F, pe) we obtain

LMR= [

Al i Bl I with(^

J) g A(n- 1,*i, p<),

and so
v(n, F, pe) = ^«'»"-»Xl

- N(jp-k))v(n - l,Fu

p«).

Considering i»(l, 1, pe)=N(p2e)(l— 7V(p-1)), we have

r(n, F, pe) = N(penl3n+im) Yl(l

~ N(P~k'))-

i=l

So for a general ideal q,

v(n,F, q) = N(q"l3n+1)'2)
fl fl C1~ tf(P_*''p)).
plq i=l

Therefore

^(n, F, q) = p(n, F, q)¡v(n,F, q) = N(q"("+1)/2)
ü ft Ü + W*"%
plq »=1

and we have proved Theorem 2.

Proof of the Corollary of Theorem 2. From the definition of kip
it follows that ki>p=n—i+l, accordingly,

Kn, /, q) = K«. F, q) = iV(q)"(2«+1)
Ü ft (* ~ Mp~2i))P|q

i=1

Let

'l
/u

I,

Te oî(f),

/i„>
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then <p*(T)eo*(F, q) and <£,¿(/1¿)is a unit in o« for all i. Therefore
(f>(T £)A(«, F, q)(<f>(Te))~x is an isomorphic image in A(n, /, q) of
A(n, F, q). Comparing the orders of both groups, it follows that A(«, F, q)
and A(«, /, q) are isomorphic.
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